MYCENAEAN PICTORIAL POTTERY
FROM THE ARGIVE HERAION
(PLATES

112-116)

EXCAVATIONS conductedover the years at the site of the sanctuary of Hera near
Argos (also called Prosymna) have revealedextensive evidencefor Mycenaean occupation.1Considerablequantities of pottery, dating no later than LH IIIB:2, were discovered in both settlementareas and tombs.2After a gap, the site appears to have been reused,
as a cult center,from the Geometricperiod onwards.3
Amongthe finds made in the Mycenaeansettlementareas duringAmericanexcavations
under the direction of Charles Waldstein (later Sir Charles Walston) in 1892-1895 are
fragmentsfrom at least nine vases with pictorial decoration.These have no recordedfindspots and are at present kept in the storeroomsof the National Museum at Athens. Although all but one have been illustratedin print, the fragmentsdeservefurther study.

1 (Athens, N.M. 10532). Deep
bowl

Fig. 1, P1. 112

Waldstein 1905, no. 47, p. 91, pl. LV; Vermeule
and Karageorghis1982, no. IX.11, pp. 91, 211.
Three joining fragments constituting all of base
and part of body with part of one handle.
H. 0.073, Th. 0.003, Diam. of base 0.048 m.
Fine, buff clay; well-smoothedbuff surface. Dark
brown, streakypaint.
Deep bowl with low ring base and semiglobular
bowl. Inside:group of three irregularconcentriccircles at base. Outside: pictorial design, overlapping
with group of four irregular encirclingbands below
handle. On one side, parts of two male figures, both
facing left, separated by treelike motif. Right-hand
figure in silhouette, with very prominent, bulging
thighs, straightlegs, pointedknees, fleshy calves,and

FIG.

1. Deep bowl 1. Scale 1:2

large feet; horizontal line between ankles and dot
under left foot; torso reducedto single line, sharply
bent backwardsand running into the thick, solidly
drawn neck in verticalposition;one arm, renderedas

I
We are most gratefulto Mrs. Demetra Kokkevi,Mrs. Maria Vlassopoulou,and Mr. KostasPantazis for
assistancewith the study of this material.Our thanksare also due to Mrs. Theodora Kakaroungaand Messrs.
Jacques de Vries, George Strietman,and Demetrios Gialouris for the drawings and photographs.
2 See Waldstein 1902, esp. pp. 108-110; J. C. Hoppin in Waldstein 1905, pp. 71-101 (pottery);Blegen
1937; Caskeyand Amandry 1952; Bintliff 1977, 1, pp. 326-331; Simpsonand Dickinson 1979, p. 38, site A 4;
Alden 1981, pp. 200-220.
The presenceof materialof LH IIIB:2 date is confirmedby at least two fragmentsbelongingto so-called
Group B deep bowls with monochromeinteriors (Athens, N.M. C 634, 638, illustrated in Waldstein 1905,
pl. LIV:38, 37 [upsidedown];cf. pl. LV:21); cf. Mountjoy 1986, pp. 121, 129-131, fig. 161 (Furumarkshape
[FS] 284; see Furumark 1941).
3 See especially Wright 1982 and Foley 1988, pp. 135-139, 172.
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single line, starting from behind base of neck and
curving obliquely upwards acrosstorso;at top edge,
just to right of this raisedarm, tracesof paint, probably belongingto the figure'shand. In front,thin treelike motif, its long vertical stem bent slightly near
base of bowl and with some irregularlyspaced,sticklike brancheshigher up. To left, straight lower legs,
in outline, of secondfigure, his solid feet or footgear
placed at lower level than those of man to right,just

above separate "base line"; higher up, at level of
right-hand man's thighs, remains of solidly painted
arm(?), bent up at elbow, line curvingdown from it
to left. On the other side, solid feet of another male
figure, facing right, above separate, double "base
line". At edge, two fine, oblique lines, one overlapping the group of encircling bands. Paint splash
down handle. Band at base.

Too little survives to reconstruct the original design on this LH IIIB deep bowl
(FS 284).4 It is surely unwarrantedto interpretthe intriguingremains,even tentatively,as
"anunskilledversionof a traditionaldancebeforea sacredtree."5On the first side, the man
to the right is standingbefore,or movingslowly towards,what must be a poorly drawn tree,
while raising his arm, perhaps in salute. The other man on this side is in a similar, quiet
stancebut is heading away from the tree,judging from the directionof his feet. At the same
time, the possibilitycannotbe excludedthat he is lookingback,dependingon the interpretation of what may be his raised arm.
There is no parallel for such a composition,nor indeed for the extremelycrude style of
execution. Long-leggedmen, seeminglynakedand with muscularcalves,are well known in
Mycenaean pictorial vase painting, where they are seen engaged in a variety of activities.6
Nevertheless,none is shown with such grossly exaggeratedthighs and stickliketorso as the
best preservedof the figureson 1.
It is even more difficult to reconstructthe original scene on the other side of the vase,
which included another male figure above a "baseline". The two oblique lines behind the
man are not readily explained. They do not suggest branchesof a tree such as are seen on
the other side, since they are placed at a relatively much lower level and face downwards.
One of them could be the tail end of the painted band at the base of the handle.

P1. 113
2 (Athens, N.M. 10524). Krater
Waldstein 1905, no. 46, p. 90, pl. LV.
One body sherd. H. 0.083, W. 0.053, Th. 0.005
(lower edge)-0.007 m. (upper edge).
Medium fine, pinkish buff clay with some small
grit; well-smoothed,buff surface, now pitted and
encrusted in places. Shaded red-brown paint,
worn in places.

4 Not

Inside: trace of encircling band near lower edge.
Outside: part of body, hind legs, and tail of animal
facing right. Body and upper legs in outline, with fill
of fairly regularly spaced rows of dots; legs bent
somewhatforwardat knees, with lower parts of legs
renderedas single lines and well-articulatedhooves
renderedin outline; lower part of tail consisting of
two wavy lines; legs and tail overlapping slightly
with uppermostof two encirclingbands below.

a tall jar, as stated in Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, pp. 91, 211, under IX.1 1.

5Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, p. 91, under IX.11.
6 See, among others, Crouwel 1988, no. 2, p. 28. Compare the large calves of the man on the jug from
Melathria (Lakonia) in Demakopoulou1971, p. 96, pl. 12:d.
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The animal can be identified as a bovid by the treatment of its long tail. There are
several better-preservedpottery representationsof bovids (but not of other animals) with
tails similarly composedof separate, wavy strands of hair starting from a common root.7
The dot fill of body and upper hind leg can also be paralleled in other bovid representations.82 may well have belongedto a kraterof deep-bowltype (FS 281) dating to LH IIIB.
3 (Athens, N.M. 10527). Krater

Fig. 2, P1. 113

Waldstein 1905, pp. 90-91, fig. 19; Furumark
motif (FM) 3:18; Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, no. IX.44, p. 97.
a) Six joining rim and body sherds. H. ca. 0.128,
W. ca. 0.195, Th. 0.006 (at lower edge), Diam. of
rim 0.29 m.
b) Small non-joining sherd. H. 0.023, W. 0.056,
Th. 0.004-0.006 m.
Medium fine, reddish buff clay with a very little
small dark grit; smoothed surface of same color.
Red-brownpaint.
Kraterwith everted,upward-slopingrim on incurving body. Inside: band at junction of rim and body.
Outside: rim painted. On the large fragment (a),
parts of three bull protomes,placed in row and facing right, overlappingslightly with rim band and encirclingband below. Of the left-handprotomes,only
tip of horn survives. The other protome is rendered
in thick outline, wavy on its inside, back curved,
front formed by series of sharp curves continuing
lower down as two parallel lines; dotted eyes, separated from rest of protomeby group of three curved
lines and row of dots; protomes filled with rows of

FIG.

2. Krater3. Scale 1:2

crosses, following curve of back. In between protomes, group of parallel chevronsjust above tonguelike motif. On the loose sherd (b), only part of horn
and head of anotherbull protomeare preserved.

The original krater,of the neckless (FS 7-9) or deep-bowl (FS 281) type, must date to
LH IIIB, like other Mycenaeanvases with bull-protomedesigns.9They derivefrom sites in
the Argolid as well as Cyprus and include at least one krater of deep-bowl type similarly
decoratedwith a frieze of protomesfacing right.10
By comparisonwith the other vase representations,the protomeson 3 are very clumsily
drawn: they lack well-defined heads and have muzzles reducedto a series of sharp curves.
On the other hand, the thick outline, wavy on the inside, is a feature of some other bull
I
See, e.g., Berbati II, pls. 23, 27; Tiryns VII, pls. 14:2, 15:1, 16:1, 21:1; and Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, V.41, V.48 (Cyprus).
8 See, e.g., Tiryns VII, pls. 14:1, 15:1-2, 16:1, 19:1; Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, IX.64 and Berbati II, pls. 23, 29:3, 5, 31:3a, b.
I Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, IX.25, IX.25.1, IX.43 (Argolid) and V.80-83, V.85, V.88-93, V.97
(Cyprus). Add Berbati II, pl. 22:6-9.
10Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, V.90 (Enkomi).
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protomes, and crosses are among the standard patterns filling the bodies of full-fledged
bovids in Mycenaean vase painting.11 In addition,the way in which the eyes are separated
from the rest of the protomeson 3 resemblesthat of some representationsin which the row
of dots is accompaniedby just one curvedline.12
The subsidiaryornamenton 3a presentsthe unusual combinationof a standardmotif,
parallel chevrons(FM 58), and a tongue, which here acts ratheras a stem.13
4 (Athens, N.M. 10528). Krater
P1. 114
Two joining body sherds. H. 0.095, W. 0.063,
Th. 0.006 m.
Medium fine, yellow-buff clay with some dark
grit; smoothed surface of same color, now worn
and soft. Red-brown paint. At left edge, thickening for right-hand root of horizontal loop handle.
Traces of burning on both inside and outside.

Inside: no traces of paint. Outside:part of bull protome facing right and placed on top of encircling
band. Curvedback of protomein thick outline, wavy
on inside;fill consistingof rows of dots, placed along
back and base, and rows of crosses.

What remainsof the bull protomerecallsthose of 3. At the same time, a slightly coarser
fabric, in combinationwith differencesin the filling motifs of the protome,here including
rows of dots and crosseswhich are larger than those seen on 3, suggests a differentkrater,
again dating to LH IIIB. The rows of dots along the back and base recur on some other
bull-protomerepresentations.14The trace of a handle attachmentpoints to a krater of the
deep-bowltype (FS 281).

5 (Athens, N.M. 10526). Krater
Fig. 3, P1. 113
Waldstein 1905, no. 45a, p. 90, pl. LV; Vermeule
and Karageorghis1982, p. 214, under no. IX.94.
One rim sherd. H. 0.053, W. 0.057, Th. 0.006 (at
lower edge), Diam. rim ca. 0.41 m.
Medium fine, pinkish buff clay; polished yellowbuff surface. Shadedred-brownpaint.
Krater with tall, everted, upward-sloping rim on
straight upper body. Rim painted, with encircling
bandjust below on inside and outside. Outside:part
of neck, head, and beak of bird facing right. Neck in
thick outline, with trace of thick line inside, curving
towards small head rendered as circle with dot for
eye; horizontal line for beak, row of curving lines of
diminishing size on its upper side. At lower right
edge, trace of paint.

FIG.

3. Krater5. Scale 1:2

II
Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, V.88-90 (similar outlines to front, back, and base of bull protomes)
and V.43, V.46, V.48, V.87, IX.26 (crossesas body fill); also Berbati II, pl. 27:4.
12 Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, V.91, V.93, V.96-97.
13 For prominenttongues in a pictorial composition,see Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, 111.29(the socalled Homage Kraterfrom Aradippo,Cyprus).
14 Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, V.91, V.93, V.97.
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The bird may have been shown with its head turnedback,assumingthe traceof paint at
the lower right edge belongs to its neck or body. Birds in this pose are well known in Mycenaean vase painting.15Alternatively,the traceof paint may belongto a columnof horizontal
dashes, a well-known Mycenaean subsidiarymotif. An interestingdetail is the row of curving strokeson the beak. They are probablypurely decorativeand recall the fringe hanging
from the beak of the bird on a kraterfragmentfrom Tiryns of similar, LH IIIB date."6
Fig. 4, P1. 113
6 (Athens, N.M. 10525). Krater
Waldstein 1905, no. 45b, p. 90, pl. LV (incorrectly attributedto same vase as 5).
One rim sherd. H. 0.032, W. 0.062, Th. 0.006 (at
lower edge), Diam. of rim ca. 0.37 m.
Medium fine, pinkish buff clay with a little small
grit; well-smoothed buff surface. Shaded, dark
brown paint.
Krater with (incompletely preserved) everted, upward-sloping rim. Rim painted. Inside: plain. Outside: remainsof bird facing left. Small head with dot
for eye; long horizontalline for beak, shorteroblique
line starting from head below it. To left, two superimposedhorizontaldashes.

FIG.

4. Krater6. Scale 1:2

Although very little of the original design survives,a bird was probablydepicted.The
beak may have had a triangularappearance,assumingthe shortoblique line attachedto the
head was part of it.17 The horizontaldashespresumablybelongto a columnof dashes (cf. 5).

Fig. 5, P1. 115
7 (Athens, N.M. 10523). Deep
bowl
Waldstein 1905, no. 44a-d, p. 90, pl. LV; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, no. IX.94,
pp. 103, 214.
Three non-joiningrim sherdsand one body sherd.
a) H. 0.05, W. 0.038 m. b) H. 0.035, W. 0.04 m.
c) H. 0.053, W. 0.04 m. d) H. 0.029, W. 0.061,
Th. 0.003-0.004, Diam. of rim 0.16-0.18 m.
Fine, buff clay; well-smoothed surface of same
color. Dark brown paint.
Deep bowl with very slightly markedlip (a-c). Rim
painted. Inside: plain. Outside: parts of at least two
birds facing right. Birds in double outline, with forward-curving,crosshatched(b) or hatched (c) necks

FIG.

5. Deep bowl 7. Scale 1:2

See list in Benson 1961, pp. 82-83. Add, among others, Tiryns VII, pl. 23 and Berbati II, pl. 37:6, 7.
no. 1, p. 7, pl. 24:2a and fig. 22:1 (profile drawing); Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
IX.107. Cf. also Tiryns VII, no. 238:A-D, p. 81, pl. 30:2 (kraterfragmentfrom the Argolid).
17 Cf. Tiryns VII, no. 238:A-D, p. 81, pl. 30:2 (Argolid).
15

16 Tiryns VII,
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ending in small head with dot for eye (b); small parts
of large bodies with hatched outlines (a-d); raised
wing (a), curving upwards and back, with hatched

outlines and semicircular, crosshatchedmotifs inside; remains of strokesfor tails (a, d). Trace of encirclingband below (d).

These four fragmentsshare the same fabricand shape, a deep bowl (FS 284), as well as
subjectand style of decoration.Although the bird design on c does not match that of b in
every respect (viz. the renderingof the neck of the creature and the way it is joined with
body and wing), it seems certainthat all four sherdsbelong to the same LH IIIB vase.
These fragmentarybirds with long crosshatchedor hatchednecks and small heads find
parallels in some other, equally incompletelypreservedvase paintings from the Argolid.18
The birds on a and d may have been depictedin flight, since there is no indicationof legs on
d, which preservespart of the lower body and tail of a bird.

8 (Athens, N.M. 10530). Bowl

Fig. 6, P1. 116

Waldstein 1905, pp. 80-81, fig. 12:a,b (small separate rim sherd, not located by us); FM 20:1,
FS 292:1; Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982,
no. VII.12, pp. 77, 210; Crouwel and Morris
1987, p. 43, note 11.
Five joining rim and body sherds. H. ca. 0.14,
W. 0.235, Th. 0.008-0.01, Diam. of rim 0.450.46 m. Rather coarse, reddish clay; surface of
same color, well smoothedinside but only roughly
outside. Red-brown paint, rather streaky and
worn outside.
Large bowl with curving profile and broad, everted,
upward-sloping rim. Edges of rim painted, with
groups of concentricarcs separatedby single lines on
top. Inside:band with continuousfringe at rim. Just
below, remainsof two or more fish swimming in differentdirections.To left, large fish, in outline, swimming up to right; triangular head with two crude
ovals and dot for eye, separatedfrom body by group
of three gill arcs;body filled with rows of large dots;
single, backward-pointingstrokes for two pectoral
fins. To right, similarly rendered fish, swimming
down to left;two dorsalfins and one pectoralfin preserved; splaying tail, running into fringed band at

FIG.

6. Bowl 8. Scale 1:2

rim. In between fish, thick wavy line from rim band.
Further down, at lower left corner,remainsof solidly drawn, curved motif. Along lower right edges,
thick oblique motif, forked fishtail(?) above, and
trace of curvedmotif higher up. Outside:upper parts
of large leaf-shaped motifs, in vertical position and
painted solid, separatedby irregularverticallines.

The original large bowl with a crowdedscene of fish and subsidiarymotifs on its interior must have been an attractivevase, the fish swimming in liquid when the bowl was
18 Berbati II, nos. 269, 270, p. 43, p1. 46:5a, b, 6; see also Tiryns VII, no. 215, p. 79, pi. 27:2b (krater
fragmentfrom the Argolid);Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, IX.99, 100, X.67 (krater,jug, and bowl fragments from Mycenae).
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filled. There are no close parallels for this particularcombinationof shape and decoration
among the numerous fish representationsin Mycenaean vase painting. Most Mycenaean
representationssimply show fish swimming horizontally to the right, but there are also
severalwith an emphasison upward or downwardmovementand the concomitantuse of an
extended zone of decoration.19The Mycenaean repertoire includes some shallow bowls
with fish on the interior and less elaborate, mainly linear decorationoutside,20but these
bowls are usually much smallerthan 8 and have not such a prominent,upward-slopingrim
with patternspainted on top.
In fact, 8 may be more at home in Crete: with its particular shape and style of decoration, a fragment of a ring-based, shallow bowl of LM II-111A:1 from the Northwest
House at Knossosspringsto mind.2"This bowl has a patternedrim and an elegant composition of fish swimming in differentdirectionsin an explicitly marine setting on the interior;
it also has a zone of flowers between a rim band and line group on the outside. Its fish are
rendereddifferentlyfrom those on 8, which find a ratherbetterparallel on a LM II bridgespoutedjug from Katsamba near Knossos.22This vessel carries a highly elaborate, "freefield"compositionof fish and birds placed at varying angles.
At the same time, it should be noted that the leaf pattern depictedon the outside of 8
cannot be readily paralleled, whether in Crete or in mainland Greece. The fringed band
below the rim on the interior, on the other hand, does recall a fragmentarykrater from
Tiryns, which is surely Mycenaeanand datesto LH IIIA:1 or early IIIA:2.23On this krater
a series of oblique strokesis seen rising from a band below the handle zone which includes
one large fish and severalexamples of the single wavy-line motif that is also shown between
the two best-preservedfish on 8. This subsidiarymotif, which recurs as groups of parallel
wavy lines on other early Mycenaean fish-kraterfragments,24presumablyderivesfrom the
trailing corals growing out of rockworkseen in Minoan representations.25
The original bowl of 8 may then be either an importfrom Crete or an early Mycenaean
pictorialpiece with Minoan prototypesinfluencingboth its shape and fish design.26
19

See Crouwel and Morris 1987, pp. 40-44.
Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, V.126, V.133, 134, V.138, V.141, 142, IX.120.
21 Popham 1970, fig. 8:3, pi. 40:d (cf. also pl. 17:c,anotherbowl fragment,with a fish and an animal on the
interiorand exteriorrespectively,from the Royal Villa at Knossos).
22 Alexiou 1967, pls. 20 (fish just to left of handle), 21:b, and 22:b (from tomb Z). The fish on the bowl
fragmentfrom the Northwest House at Knossos(see note 21 above) are closely relatedto others from Knossos
and those on a basket vase found at Varkiza in Attica; see Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, VII.J; also
Crouwel and Morris 1987, pp. 43-44.
23 Karageorghis1988, p. 332, pl. XLVII: 1 (correctingthe lower date given in Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, p. 219, under X.116); see also Crouwel and Morris 1987, pp. 42-43.
24 Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, VII.8; Crouwel and Morris 1987, nos. 4, 5, p. 42, pl. 4:b (Mycenae).
Compare also the related subsidiary ornaments on some other fragments of early Mycenaean fish kraters:
Berbati II, no. 251, p. 42, pl. 44:2; Obrink in Astrbm 1983, no. 56, p. 21, figs. 58, 138.
25 See Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, VII.J; also Crouwel and Morris 1987, p. 44, fig. 8.
26 The latter possibility was favored by Furumark (1941, pp. 302, under FM 20:1, and 636, under
FS 292:1); see also Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, pp. 77, 210, under VII.12. Comparethe discussionof a
bird-kraterfragment,Mycenaean or Minoan, from Mycenae in Crouwel 1988, m, pp. 33, 35, fig. 1, pl. 4:e.
20
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9 (Athens, N.M. 10531). Closed vessel

P1. 114

Waldstein 1905, no. 1, p. 78.,pl. LI:17; Vermeule
and Karageorghis1982, no. IX.118, pp. 105, 215.
Three joining body sherds. H. 0.078, W. ca. 0.11,
Th. 0.005-0.006 m.
Coarse fabric, pinkish with buff core and much
small dark grit; pinkish surface, only roughly
smoothed. Red-brown paint, now worn. Prominent wheelmarksinside.
Remains of three fish swimming to right, very close
to two encirclingbands below. To right, thick forked

fishtail with dots inside. Just behind, part of large
fish, swimming down, in thick outline, with solidly
painted, triangular head, rough oval with dot for
eye, irregular body fill of curving and wavy transverse lines, and two single, backward-pointing
strokes for dorsal and pectoral fins at level of eye.
Below, to left, part of small fish, in outline, its head
with dot for eye separatedfrom body by one gill arc;
body fill of transverse, curved lines; two single
strokes for dorsal and pectoral(?) fins, set on head.
At upper right edge, remains of three parallel, thick
oblique lines.

Too little remains of this coarse, closed vessel with its rather crudely drawn but lively
fish representationto determine its shape and date. Indeed, it is difficult to classify the
(incomplete) compositionof differently-sizedfish as well as the details of their rendering
among Mycenaean representationsof fish. The presenceof what is probablysome kind of
marine vegetationat the upper right edge of the fragmentseems to be an early (LH IIIA:1
or IIIA:2 early) feature, derivingfrom Minoan prototypes(see 8).
In additionto these fragmentsfrom the Mycenaean settlementat the Argive Heraion,
there are three whole pots with pictorialdecorationfrom Waldstein'sand later excavations
of chambertombs of the period. One is a squat alabastronwith fish (a), possibly dating as
early as LH IIIA:1,27 anothera LH IIIB jug with goats (b).28The third is a spouted,onehandledcup of LH IIIA:2-IIIB decoratedwith birds (c).29Consideringthe large numberof
Mycenaean tombs excavated at the site (over fifty-five) with their numerous decorated
vases, the amount of pictorialpotteryfrom the tombs is exceedinglysmall. The same observation can be made with regard to Mycenaean tombs at other sites in the Argolid and
elsewherein mainlandGreece. Most pictorialpotteryderivesfrom settlement(i.e., domestic
or other non-funerary)contexts, but even then it usually representsonly a tiny fractionof
all Mycenaean decoratedpottery found at the site in question. A notable exception is the
so-called Potter's Quarter at Berbati in the Argolid, which yielded many fragments of
LH IIIA:2-IIIB kraterswith pictorial decorationsimilar to that found in Cyprus and the
Levant, as well as several misfired pieces. This establishment may then have produced
pictorialvases mainly for export to the east.30
As for the dating of the pictorialmaterial from the Argive Heraion discussedhere, it is
basedon a comparisonof vase shapes,motifs,and stylesof decoration.Probablyearliestis the
Minoan or Mycenaeanbowl fragmentwith fish (8), datingto LM II-IIIA: 1/LH IIIA:1;the
27 Waldstein 1905, no. 11, p. 94, fig. 28; Blegen 1937, pp. 68-69 (from chamber tomb WI); FM 20:2
(drawing reversed),FS 84:13; Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, pp. 77, 209, under no. VII.11 (incorrectly
attributedto tholos tomb 1); Crouwel and Morris 1987, no. 1, p. 41, fig. 6.
28 Blegen 1937, no. 536, p. 118, figs. 271, 702 (chambertomb XXXV); Vermeule and Karageorghis1982,
pp. 100, 213, under IX.75.
29 Deilaki 1960, no. 21, pp. 132-133, pl. 5, above, left; Vermeule and Karageorghis1982, pp. 103, 214,
under IX.95 (the sherd from the Argive Heraion, pp. 103, 214, under IX.93, is not pictorial).
30
See Berbati II, especially pp. 116-122 and Crouwel 1991b, p. 533.
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other fish fragment(9) may be contemporary(as may be the fish alabastrona, fromchamber
tomb WI). 6 falls within the LH IIIA:2-IIIB range (as does c), while most others (1-5, 7;
also b) may be more definitelyattributedto LH IIIB and most probablyto LH IIIB:1.
These pictorial finds represent a fairly wide range of vase shapes, chiefly open (1-8,
also c) but rarely closed (9; but see a and b, from tombs). The open shapes are mainly
kraters(2-6), but whether of the necklesstype with verticalstrap handles (FS 7-9; Mountjoy 1986, figs. 70, 99, 134, 135, 156) or of the deep-bowl type with horizontalloop handles
and a low ring base (FS 281; Mountjoy 1986, figs. 142, 159) is in most cases not clear. 4,
with its trace of a handle attachment,is definitelyof the deep-bowl type. It should be noted
that the deep-bowl krater is the most commonly found shape for pictorial decorationin
LH IIIB settlement contexts at other sites in the Argolid, such as Mycenae and Tiryns.
Interestingly,the materialhere includestwo examplesof deep bowls (1, 7; FS 284; Mountjoy 1986, figs. 143, 160, 161), a shape that was not often used for pictorial decorationin
LH IIIB. 8 formedpart of a large bowl which cannotbe readily matchedin the Mycenaean
repertoireof vase shapes but seems ratherto be Minoan.
With regard to the pictorial designs, the fragmentsvary a good deal to include human
figures (1), a bull (2) and bull protomes(3, 4), birds (5-7, also c), and fish (8, 9, also a). To
these may be addedthe goats of b.
There can be little doubt that most of this Mycenaean pictorial material was made in
the Argolid,as it conformsto the standardLH IIIA-IIIB productsfromthis part of Greece.
One fish fragment(9), in contrast,is decidedlyinferiorin fabric,being made of coarse,gritty
clay which may suggest a differentorigin. Anotherpiece (8), from a large bowl with a lively
compositionof fish and subsidiarymarine elementson its interiorand leaf-shapedmotifs on
the outside, may possibly be an import from Crete. In any case, its fish design must hark
back to Minoan marine representationsof LM Il-111A:1.
Apart from 8, some other fragments have interesting connections,too. 3 and 4, both
showing bull protomes, may be attributedto the same painter, although not to the same
LH IIIB krater. The bull-protomedesign is known from other mainland sites as well as
from Cyprus, the latter occurrencesprobablyrepresentingimports.The parallels, however,
are not close enough to suggest the painter recognizedat the Argive Heraion.
What remains of the birds on the deep-bowl fragments(7a-d) has good parallels elsewhere in the Argolid, including Berbati.
Other pictorial pieces are less easily matched. They include the deep bowl with its
enigmaticscene of human figures and a tree (1), as well as two vases from tombs:the onehandledbowl (c) with four clumsily drawn birds on the interiorand the fish alabastron(a),
the only pictorialvase definitelyof this shape.
To conclude,the Argive Heraion may be classed as an importantfind-placeof Mycenaean pictorial pottery of LH IIIA-IIIB in the Argolid, after Mycenae, Tiryns, and Berbati,3' yielding both mainstreamand unusual examples.
and Karageorghis 1982, chaps. VII-X; Tiryns VII; Berbati II; Crouwel 1991a. Add two
forthcomingpublications:by J. A. Sakellarakison the pictorial material in the National Museum at Athens
and by W. Guntner on the many finds from recentexcavationsat Tiryns.
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